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ABSTRACT

.

Keywords: 

The issues of evolution of form, organization and architecture of living organism, its developmental 

periodicity and cyclicism are discussed from the viewpoint of modern data. The especial attention is 

paid to the one of the most important problems in biology, the problem of integrity and switching 

over the morphogenetic developmental programs in ontogenesis and life cycle. The main 

conceptions are considered concerning the evolution of structural plan of vascular plant sporophyte's 

body, which gave rise to the diversity of structures caused by the different character of apical and 

axillary meristems growth.

In the context of the issue on distinguishing of two classes of angiosperms and revealing the 

mechanisms of evolutionary transformation of their embryos the morphogenesis of first stages of 

plant development is discussed. The hypotheses on the morphogenetic nature of the cotyledons and 

origin of the monocotyly are analyzed, which are the most promising for further clarification of 

origin of these plant groups. The possible modes of transformation of sexual embryo in course of the 

monocotyly establishing and homologation of its structures in various taxa are discussed in the 

connection with the conception on the classification of embryogenesis types. The mechanisms of 

establishing of these types and of the organism integrity are considered, including ecological, 

ethological and genetic aspects

Architecture, problem of integrity, switching over morphogenetic developmental programs, monocotyly,

                    pathways and modes of organism formation. 

INTRODUCTION During many years the science of biology passed 

through a long way of evolution; the serious attention 

was paid to “His Majesty experiment” for both 

The main problem of natural science is the study of fundamental and applied investigations, to the cognition 

the structural organization of living body, origination of and evaluation of the bright fundamental developmental 

polarity and symmetry starting from non-cellular forms facts. The golden age of biology, which begins from last 

up to highly organized organisms, the rise of diversity of decades of 19th century and continues up to present 

forms on the Earth and polyvariancy of morphogenesis time, was characterized by increasing acuteness of the 

modes and pathways (Sinnott 1960, Batygina 1977). problem of development of evolutionary theory.
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During the long decades the scientists tried to keep 2. Integration and birth of “...‛interdisciplinary trends' 
the continuity, resting upon the results obtained by great bridging traditional specializations and thus 
predecessors of the 20th century, which can be said by enabling the creation of the universal science to 
the sentence of I. Newton: “We were staying on the serve as a kind of frame bringing together separated 
shoulders of the giants!” During their efforts they were sciences into the whole one” (Takhtajan 1998).
appealing to the works of classicists: T. H. Huxley, R.B. Considering one of the most important problems in 
Goldschmidt, B. M. Kozo-Polyanskiy, J.B.S. Haldane the biology – the problem of integrity with usage of the 
and others. system approach allowed revealing the correlations and 

The retrospective glance to the works of great 
study of correlative dependencies of various structures 

thinkers had already allowed revealing the lucky 
at different hierarchy levels – the molecular, cellular, 

combination of novelty and classical traditions in 
organ, organism and super-organism ones (Batygina 

science. It made the valuable contribution into 
1982).

elaboration of new non-traditional approaches for 
Upon the comparative-evolutionary investigation of 

considering the basics of the theory of developmental 
developmental biology of both plants and animals it is biology, the study of ontogenesis and first of all its 
necessary to consider such categories as center of mechanisms in evolution.
species origin, ethology, ecology, genetics (phenotype Probably, the analysis of accumulated old 
and genotype), epigenetics, evolution and results of their conceptions, hypotheses and facts collected during this 
integration. These extremely important characteristics time had required to pay especial attention to the all 
define the reliability system of the organism, which aforementioned, the all that was created by such great 
includes the plasticity, tolerance, reserves, failures, scientists-biologists of the 20th century as S.G. 
apoptosis and reproductive strategy of the organism. All Navashin, V.I. Vernadskiy, N.K. Koltsov, N.I. Vavilov, 

V.N. Beklemishev, M.S. Navashin, N.V. Timofeev- these peculiarities must be taken into account upon any 
Resovskiy, B.L. Astaurov, A.L. Takhtajan, etc. experimental works, especially ones related with 

The creation of a new direction in science requires medicine (Batygina 2011 a).
the definite preparation of mind (Timofeev-Resovsky Comparative investigations of various aspects of the 
1980), the methodology studying the human mind, the reproductive biology, particularly of the morphogenesis 
spirit in its highest manifesting and the technology of and various morphological processes, must be based on 
intellection (Beklemishev 1994). “To understand each the regularities and laws of the developmental biology, 
other” a special attention should be paid at preciseness established upon the natural conditions and in in vitro 
and clarity of the notions – hypotheses, postulates, culture. Upon developing the various aspects of the 
axioms underlying any conclusions of every trend of 

evolutionary theory the especial attention must be paid 
each branch of science, their evidence, legitimacy and 

to the problem of integrity of individual at various levels 
productivity (Beklemishev 1994, van der Pij1 1969, 

of its organization (Batygina 2010 b, 2011 a).
Batygina 1974).

Integrity is the general property of all objects and 
As Ludwig von Bertalanffy had supposed, the 

phenomena of the physical world, which is inherent in a 
progress in establishing of clarity of the notions is 

greater or lesser degree to any organization level of the necessary as much as the progress in knowing of the 
matter. In alive organisms it is related indissolubly with facts (Bertalanffy 1956, Levina 1971). All this allowed 
the notion of integration of alive system, which is the author elaborating some preconditions of 
defined as a “... correlative variability and stability of developmental biology. Let's consider some of them:
parts of the system ... which interaction results in 1. Systematizing the knowledge, integrating the 
creation of some type of symmetry ... and in realization traditional and non-traditional trends in the science 
of some type of functioning and reaction of the entire and developing of new ones, that made it possible to 
system as a whole one to the external stimuli” make the discoveries of general biological 

importance (Batygina 1977-2013). (Korotkova 1968, 1979).
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In 20th century this problem was considered by N.K. adaptive value of integrity is complicated by necessity of 

Koltsov, I.I. Shmalhauzen and other scientists, who comparison of features manifested at different levels: 

devoted themselves to study of various correlations and organismic and populational, whereas the symbiotic 

correlative dependencies between separate elements level of organization occupies the intermediate position 

defining their structural organization and coordination at between them, that facilitates these difficulties up to 

various hierarchy levels. The works of Child (1915, certain extent. Study of symbioses using the 

1924, 1928, and 1941) are worth to be mentioned mathematical models had revealed the increase of 

especially, which gave to the world the theory of adaptive potential of biosystem and its integrity in close 

physiological gradients. interrelation with each other (Provorov & Vorobyov 

The conception of organism integrity in individual 2012).

and historical development was worked out by The elaboration of the problem of integrity is closely 

Shmalhausen (1982), which he considered to be the unit interrelated with solving the questions concerning the 

of biosphere integrity. For the first time he based it on evolution of the shape of living organism, its 

processual-dynamic approach, the conceptions of architecture and architectonics, particularly the 

phylembryogenesis and morpho-physiological progress evolutionary transformations of flowering plant 

by Severtsov (1939), Charles Darwin's doctrine of embryo, which will be discussed in current article.

natural selection and results of his own investigations The all aforementioned inspired the scientists of 

and works of his disciples. He paid main attention to various areas of science to raise the question about the 

revealing the factors, which define at the same time the study of biological systems. One of the most important 

progressive differentiation and integration of organism trends in the biological science is the investigation of the 

during the process of onto- and phylogenesis. problem of “systemacity” in terms of the notion on 

Shmalhausen (1982) considered the evolution of “biosystems”.

organic world as the regulatory process at all levels of its In the biological systems the components of 

organization in onto- and phylogenesis. He supposed, different levels of organization interact with each other 

that the main integrating factor and mechanism of and with the environment. The hierarchical organization 

evolution is the stabilizing selection, due to which the of biosystems illustrates the continuity and 

internal apparatus of inheritance forms as a complicated discretization of the development. As the systems unite 

system of regulatory correlations, maintaining and into larger functional units these new systems get the 

restoring the existing norm by replacing the external unique properties which were absent at previous level. 

developmental factors to internal ones (autonomization) Biosystems possess the characteristics which are not 

and selection of adaptive mutations and modifications reducible to the sum of characteristics of the systems 

within this norm (normalization and immobilization) they comprise of.

(Vorobyova 2006). Considering the biological objects as systems allows 

Shmalhausen (1982) mentioned three directions, specification of main biological regularities 

which are perspective for elaboration of the problem of (Malinovskiy & Uyomov 2001).

organism integrity: In this connection the idea sounds in a new fashion 

1. Study of factors, binding the individual about the general organizational science – the tectology, 

proposed already at the beginning of 20th century by A. development into integral process;
A. Malinovskiy, who published his works under 2. Revealing of factors of coordinations of organism 
pseudonym A. Bogdanov. The main statement of his parts upon their phylogenetic transformations;
view s is searching for organizational principles, which 3. Revealing of historical origin of mechanisms, 
underlie various systems of all possible types. Views of connecting onto- and phylogenesis.
A. Bogdanov anticipated the ideas of cybernetics by It is worth to be noted, that the symbioses can be 
Norbert Wiener and general systems theory by Ludwig used as the convenient models for study of integrity of 
von Bertalanffy (Povarov 2005). Later the Bogdanov's biosystems. For the unitary organisms the analysis of 
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son A.A. Malinovskiy had developed his ideas and The central problem of the biology is the 

elaborated on their basis the system approach in biology, investigation of the origin of various groups of plants 

continuing to work out the organizational principles of and animals, the evolution of their architecture and 

biological systems (Malinovskiy & Uyomov 2001). architectonics at different hierarchy levels – from 

Takhtajan (2007) proposed his own version of molecular to population. The science dealing with the 

tectology science as a “universal natural science”. In his main property of matter, the propagation, destined to 

opinion, the tectology becomes “a general scientific become the general scientific paradigm in terms of 

paradigm” as a basis for new general scientific world integration and consolidation of traditional and non-

outlook and new pattern of the world, the powerful traditional trends of science on biosystems and plant 

instrument of integration of scientific knowledge and its architecture evolution (Batygina 2010–2012).

use for purposes of humanity. The systems of plant reproduction are considered to 

At present time the theoretical basics of tectology be examined in relation to the character of genetic 

are being elaborated. In this aspect the especial attention information transferred to posterity, the modes of its 

must be paid to biological systems at different hierarchy realization and its adaptive changes due to the factors of 

levels. While considering the theoretical basics of environmental influence (Batygina 1993, 2010 a). At 

tectology we took into account the preconditions of that, it is not only the information expressed in 

developmental biology, main principles of formation of modification of plant architectonics, that can change, but 

reproduction systems and laws of developmental the modes of its transfer ring in onto phylogenies as well.

biology (Batygina, 2010 b, 2011 a, 2012). The laws of Takhtajan in the work called “Facets of evolution” 

embryogeny, characterizing development of flowering (2007) accented attention to the necessity of study of 

plants embryo, are likely to be considered among these: abnormal ontogenesis for the sake of revealing 

law of origin, law of numbers, law of disposition, law of phylogeny, because “… Phylogeny is created only as the 

destination (Souèges 1937), law of parsimony (Johansen result of irreversible changes in the series of alternating, 

1950) and law of critical mass (Batygina 1984, 2011 b). genetically related ontogeneses. Only dissimilarity of 

The all aforementioned can be used by successive ontogeneses, the heterogeneity of their series 

representatives of other sciences that have their own creates the process of phylogeny”. Using this statement, 

analogs of some of them – by physicists, chemists, the author of the article had found the unique type of 

economists etc. for further developing various aspects of development of peony embryo (Batygina 1977-2012).

the theory of tectology (Malinovskiy & Uyomov 2001, One of the most important problems, which were 

Popkov et al. 2001, Popkov 2010, Ivanitskiy et al. 2011). considered by various authors, is the study of living 

The progress of natural science depends in many organism, related first of all with its form and biological 

respects on arising and integration of various trends in organization as an integrated system (Batygina 1974, 

science, the methodology, which studies human mind, 1987, 1994, 2012 and 2013). Form may be called a soul 

the spirit in its highest manifesting and the technology of of not only the natural history, but of the whole biology 

intellection.  It  is doubtless that attracting as well, because it is the obvious and easily accessible for 

unconventionally thinking researchers able to identify study manifestation of the main features of life (Sinnott 

the priority of trends – those with intuition, broad 1960).

expertise, fundamental knowledge will allow creating As  Zarenkov (2008) notes, “... in biology from 

conceptual elaborations on biological systems, olden times there exists the geometrical continual take of 

considering the origins of preconditions and creating organisms exists as integral forms”. He proposes to refer 

principles and laws of natural, universal, planetary them to as a “natural biomorphs”. Each of them 

science – the tectology. possesses the symmetry and being connected by 

The all aforementioned ideas, probably, will allow relationship of the symmetry with other ones. Such take 

approaching us to discussion and elaboration of the of biomorphs represents the tradition of geometry in the 

conception of evolutionary developmental biology of biology. Urmantsev (1965) had referred to the 

living systems on the planet. corresponding branch of the biology as a biosymmetrics.
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Let's dwell on the one of the most complicated While considering all the aspects of plant 
questions about the shape of life, its structural architectonics, the attention should be paid to various 
organization and related with the latter arising of polarity “standard” types of symmetry (radial, bilateral, 
and various types of symmetry and isomery (S. G. dorsoventral) and the phenomenon of enantiomorphism 
Navashin 1927, Vernadskiy 1934, 1940, Shmalhausen (Fig. 1) (Vernadsky 1934, 1940, 2012, Navashin 1951, 
1935, M. S. Navashin 1947, Batygina 1968, Belousov Sinnott 1960, Kasinov 1973, Urmantsev 1974, Batygina 
1970, Wigner 1971,  Korotkova & Tokin 1977, Kasinov 2006).
1973, Urmantsev 1974). Usually investigators The phenomenon of enantiomorphism had 
emphasize the close relation between the symmetry and interested the scientists of various ages. Vernadskiy, 
organic form and specific distribution of material. Some considering the significance of biogeochemistry for 
parts of the form are asymmetric, for example the lateral development of the biosphere, had discussed the 
leaves, but nevertheless they are the part of large problem of “rightishness” and “leftishness” ( Fig. 1).
symmetric form. It is worth to be noted, that this The last half a century is signified by the fact, that the 
structure itself can change during the process of scientists of various directions were interested in 
development. The main feature of the form is the understanding this phenomenon not just for theory, but 
presence of polar axiality, affecting the elongation or for practice as well (Nikulin 1969).
shortening of the axis and the rate of changing of Recently, an increasing attention in developmental 
gradients along it (Child 1923, 1929, 1941). One of the biology is paid to switching over morphogenetic 
tendencies, as Sinnott (1960) supposes, is tending developmental programs in life cycle at different 
toward spirality. Of course, the realization of various hierarchy levels (Batygina 1994, Batygina & Vasilyeva 
structural forms is defined by genetics, as well as 2002, Batygina 1977, 2010a, b, 2011a, Batygina & 
exogenous and endogenous factors of influence. Osadtchiy 2013). From the viewpoint of modern data, in 
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Hypothesis of enantiomorphismh

Fig.1— Hypothesis of enantiomerism  in pair of sperms to female cells (egg-cell and central cell) one nucleus 
occurs to be left, another right; the fusion happens between nuclei corresponding to each other - the right one, the 
left one. Sexual cells of a single pair in plants are in mirror common and asymmetrical — enantiomorphic. 
Navashin, 1927.

—
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toward spirality. Of course, the realization of various hierarchy levels (Batygina 1994, Batygina & Vasilyeva 
structural forms is defined by genetics, as well as 2002, Batygina 1977, 2010a, b, 2011a, Batygina & 
exogenous and endogenous factors of influence. Osadtchiy 2013). From the viewpoint of modern data, in 
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light of developmental programs, probably, one should evolution of organism architecture and architectonics, 

discuss the issues of evolution of organization and that is already supported by our data (Batygina 2010b, 

architecture of living organism, the periodicity and 2011a, 2012).

cyclicity of development (Batygina 1978). There have While, studying the structural and architectural plan 
in different kingdoms of organisms, especially in been revealed the species specificity, possible repeating 
ontophylogenesis, it is necessary to pay an attention to of changing of developmental program and key role of 
the questions related with presence of symmetrical and somatic and stem cells, and related with their activity 
asymmetrical cellular divisions in course of organizing cloning and apoptosis in ontogenesis and life cycle 
of organism's body, which localization could be taxon-(Batygina 1989, 2010-2012).
specific.Upon the study of various morphogenetic 

Study of plant architecture should be considered developmental programs – “gametophyte” and 
from two viewpoints: the study of apical meristem in “sporophyte”, it is necessary to assess their role in plant 
vegetative state, giving appendicular (lateral) organs, onto- and phylogenesis. I suppose, that it is more correct 
and in generative state, giving the flower and all its to consider them as a single program of “gametophyte – 
elements (Ezhova 2010). The especial attention must be sporophyte”. Programs of gametophyte – sporophyte in 
paid to the zygote, the first stem cell of a new sporophyte. plants are interrelated and submit to common laws of 
Experimental data on the study of embryoidogeny morphogenesis,  that,  probably, defines the 
phenomenon and stem cells support the statement, that morphogenetic plasticity of organism (Batygina 1968, 
the zygote can be considered as a homologue of a 1974, 1994, 2012, Batygina & Vinogradova 2007). 
somatic and a stem cell (Fig. 2) (Batygina 1977-2012, Probably it confirms the opinion of Poddubnaya-
Batygina et al. 2004).Arnoldi (1964) that in flowering plants the gametophyte 

In this connection, a great attention must be paid to and sporophyte are just stages of ontogenesis.
the fertilization process, because one of the main An experimental evidence of a statement about the 
problems in biology is the mysterious thing – the single program is provided by the fact, that in many plant 
“fertilized egg cell”, i.e. the zygote, which is the source 

species at various developmental stages and hierarchy 
of various generations (Timofeyev-Resovskiy 2009).

levels in ontogenesis there are different reserves 
Recent molecular-genetic investigations in vivo and 

(doubling structures), forming both in sporophyte and in 
in vitro (Albert & Ezhova 2013) had confirmed the non-

gametophyte to prevent the failure of reproduction as 
traditional view on the embryoidogeny phenomenon, 

consequence of apoptosis of single cells (the reliability 
which was worked out by us earlier, and the necessity of 

system) (Batygina 2010-2012).
revision of conception on the plant stem cells. This 

The especial attention at that must be paid to cell 
conception must be sufficiently expanded, and all the 

biology, particularly, from viewpoint of genetic 
cells, which are able to form zygotic embryos, 

heterogeneity of cells and their genomes (somatic, stem, 
embryoids and buds must be considered as a stem cells, 

etc.). At the same time, it is necessary to take into 
including the zygote (Batygina & Rudskiy 2006).

account, that cells of each type have their own 
The diversity of morphogenetic processes in plants 

developmental program. It is necessary also to pay consists of two components: potentially infinite activity 
attention to the role of somatic cell, which is the corner of somatic cells, being in differentiated state, and loss of 
stone in morphogenesis, ontogenesis, reproduction and stemness – senescence and apoptosis. The plasticity and 
evolution (phenomenon of embryoidogeny, embryoid) polyvariety of these processes are conditioned by the 
(Batygina, 1977-2012). It is especially interesting to diversity of the morphogenesis and origin of vegetative 
consider various types of somatic and stem cells and and generative structures in which the peculiar reserve of 
possibility of homologization of some of them with the cells, possessing the stemness property, is situated. 
egg cell and the zygote, taking into account their Hence in plant morphogenetic processes even the third 
localization and function in organism, that doubtless has component is present – restoring of stemness in many 
a great significance for studying and understanding of respects depending on stemness degree.

As Sussex & Kerk (1998) suppose, the vascular representatives of some another angiosperm species, 
plants have evolved from a simple body structural plan upon the formation of former differentiated cells in the 
that spawned the vast array of structures seen in plants leaf axils undergo dedifferentiation and regain 
today. Such diversity is caused by the varied growth meristematic potential. Axillary meristems may either 
patterns of apical and axillary meristems, which are undergo immediate development to form the shoot, or 
regulated genetically and hormonally. The especial they may give primordia of a few leaves, and then 
attention these authors pay to the architecture of the become developmentally arrested or dormant as axillary 
earliest vascular plants, which are characterized by bud, which may resume development later. Possibly, 
dichotomously branched aerial stems, terminal such different behaviour of meristems and buds must 
sporangia and basal rhizome-like structures. Plants result from different patterns of developmental control 
similar to these are generally considered to be ancestral (Stafstrom et al. 1998).
to present-day vascular plants. At that, the authors note, A founding concept in understanding of the control 
that the similar mode of branching exists also at present of axillary bud development was the concept of “apical 
time in some lower vascular plants and in a small number dominance”, according to which a strongly growing 
of angiosperms. From their viewpoint, the establishment main shoot tip produces the phytohormone IAA, which 
of axillary branching provided the morphological basis is transported basipetally in the shoot and suppresses the 
for arising of the diversity of structures. The important outgrowth of axillary buds (Chailakhyan 1937, 1988, 
role of the leaf in determining its own axillary bud Cline 2000, Stafstrom 1995, Napoli et al. 1999). In more 
meristem ensured the positional constancy between leaf, general case, obviously, the bud outgrowth potential, 
bud and stem (Steeves & Sussex 1989, Schmitz & which is related to position on the main axis, appears to 
Theres 1999). On the opinion of Strinberg et al. (1999), 

be determined by a balance between several hormones 
in most plants, the cells that will comprise the axillary 

(IAA, cytokinins, ABA), and this balance can change 
meristem are immediate derivatives of the shoot apical 

during development (Sussex & Kerk 1998).
meristem. However, in Arabidopsis thaliana and 
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time in some lower vascular plants and in a small number dominance”, according to which a strongly growing 
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for arising of the diversity of structures. The important outgrowth of axillary buds (Chailakhyan 1937, 1988, 
role of the leaf in determining its own axillary bud Cline 2000, Stafstrom 1995, Napoli et al. 1999). In more 
meristem ensured the positional constancy between leaf, general case, obviously, the bud outgrowth potential, 
bud and stem (Steeves & Sussex 1989, Schmitz & which is related to position on the main axis, appears to 
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Substantially, the architectural models can be In terms of homologizing various cells of organism 

interpreted in the aspect of the behaviour of meristems – sexual, somatic, stem ones and the zygote, we also 

and formed by them phytomeres. In this case one must consider it necessary to examine the original date on 

consider, whether the activity of meristems appears the first developmental stages of the organisms, 

continuously or periodically, and how often their which arose by asexual mode (embryoidogenous and 

developmental program changes (e.g. from vegetative to gemmorhizogenous type of vegetative propagation) 

reproductive ones). It is also necessary to check, is there (Batygina 1968, 1974, 1987, 2012).

For elaboration of the theory of plant evolutionary the branching terminal or axillary, and what the direction 

morphology, especially while solving the actual problem of the branches growth relatively to the main axis. The 

of biology, particularly, the origin of various plant question on what extent the phytomeres elongate is also 
groups, the knowledge of the whole ontogenesis and one of the most important. These aspects of meristem 
especially of its first stages is necessary. The specifics of and axis behaviour are the subject of future 
embryonic period of development, the regularities and investigations of physiological, genetic and molecular 
character of differentiation of embryos, their adaptive analysis. The all aforementioned suggests the possible 
accommodations, morphogenetic correlations of their correlation of development of leaf, apical and axillary 
development, etc. can not be ignored upon construction meristem in process of evolution of plant architecture.
of any phylogenetic system. Probably, in the light of the most important problems 

The problem of morphogenesis of first of evolution it will be interesting to elucidate some 
developmental stages of plants has the definitive works related with the study of evolution of the 
significance in connection with the question on architecture of the earliest known vascular plants. For 
distinguishing of two main classes of flowering plants explanation of general trends in evolution of vascular 
(mono- and dicotyledonous) and revealing the plant sporophyte, the famous evolutionist Zimmermann 
mechanisms of evolutionary transformations of (1930) had proposed the main directions of 
embryos in these two classes. In this connection it is morphogenesis evolution. According to his views, the 
necessary to ascertain the question on what should be first higher plants consisted of discrete units, the 
referred to as a cotyledon. Big diversity of shapes of “telomes” (terminal units) and “mesomes” (units 
cotyledons and varying time of their initiation in between points of dichotomy).
ontogenesis, their specific functions, presence or Upon the study of the overall organization of 
absence of belonging to the single leaf series with vascular plants the concept of “architectural analysis” 
subsequent leaves are causing debates regarding their was proposed (Hallé et al. 1978).  Its authors consider 
morphogenetic nature.the ontogenesis of each plant as the genetically 

The most disputable are the modes of sexual embryo determined architectural model, in compliance to which 
transformation during establishment of monocotyledony it must develop. The various deviations from the model 
and the homologization of its structures in various groups can occur under influence of certain factors. Of course, 
of plants (Fig. 3). The controversy in interpretation of all this diversity of structures is related with the main 
facts is caused by the diversity of its structure in modern property of matter – the propagation and selection.
forms of monocots and dicots, the unevenness of the Traditionally considering problems of plant 
evolution rate of various groups of characteristics, the evolution involves discussion of their architecture, 
overestimation of the significance of some engaging of extensive classical embryological data 
developmental features and the methodical difficulties of describing in various plant species the initial 
embryogenesis study. The difficulties of solving the developmental stages of plant organism (embryo), 
problem of origin of monocotyledony are caused in many forming by sexual mode (meiosis+gametes fusion) 
respects by notions on classification of embryogenesis (Batygina 1968, 1974, 1987 – 2012, Batygina & 
types.Vasilyeva 2002).

As we suppose, the problem is much more cells – the epyphisis and hypophysis were revealed in 

complicated, and for its successful solving the embryo of the representatives of various taxa of 

considering of the mechanisms of establishing various flowering plants, which derivatives subsequently form 

types of embryogenesis, and the integrity of organism is apical meristems of the shoot and main root (Fig. 3). Cell 

necessary, including ecological, ethological and genetic of both epiphysis and hypophysis usually appears at 

aspects, particularly the germination (Batygina 1968, early stages of embryogenesis, but the time of its 

1974, 1987, Krasnikov 1989, Batygina & Krasnikov differentiation is taxon-specific (Souèges 1939).

1997, 2006). An onto-phylogenetic approach permitted us to 

High totipotency of the cells, starting from the first distinguish at least five groups of sexual embryos 

developmental stage of sexual embryo – the mature differing in the feature of presence or absence of the 

zygote, persists in cells ca and cb formed as result of its epiphysis and hypophysis initials, the morphological 

asymmetric division, and in their derivatives. The axis and polarity; at that, it should be noted, that in one of 

sufficient diversity of contribution of these cells into the groups the shoot and root apices are not expressed 

building of the body of forming organism is worth to be morphologically:

noted. During the process of organogenesis the 1. The initials of epiphysis and hypophysis are present 

totipotency remains only in some cellular clusters of the (Geum rivale),

embryo, seedling and plant. Starting with the beginning 2. only the initial of hypophysis is present 

of organogenesis, the complicated morphogenetic (Arabidopsis thaliana),

reorganizations occur upon the cells specialization and 3. only the initial of epiphysis is present (Polemonium 

histogenous differentiation. At that, the specific initial caeruleum),
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embryonic period of development, the regularities and investigations of physiological, genetic and molecular 
character of differentiation of embryos, their adaptive analysis. The all aforementioned suggests the possible 
accommodations, morphogenetic correlations of their correlation of development of leaf, apical and axillary 
development, etc. can not be ignored upon construction meristem in process of evolution of plant architecture.
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developmental stages of plants has the definitive works related with the study of evolution of the 
significance in connection with the question on architecture of the earliest known vascular plants. For 
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4. the initials of epiphysis and hypophysis are absent they can be manifested in general reduction of level of 

(Poaceae), embryo differentiation, starting from early stage of its 

5. the presence of initials of epiphysis and hypophysis development (for example, parasitic plants). As result of 

in orchids is debatable (Gymnadenia conopsea). these morphoprocesses the manifestation of primary 

There is certain conjugacy in development of polarity changes, and also its substitution with 

epiphysis and hypophysis, and their derivatives, secondary polarity in course of further ontogenesis is 

expressing upon the formation of shoot and root apical possible (Batygina 1993).

meristems. In the embryos of the first four groups, the Of course, as result of such changes of 

morphological axis and polarity are formed, the shoot morphogenetic developmental programs the ambiguous 

and root apices (in the first three groups, the main root, structural transformations of plant organism 

and in the fourth, the adventive root) develop normally. organization occur at various stages of embryogenesis, 

In the fifth group the mature embryo possesses polarity and architectonics of monocotyledonous and 

but the shoot and root apices are not expressed dicotyledonous embryo changes in ontogenesis and 

morphologically (Batygina 2006). evolution (Batygina 1974, 1987, 1993, 1997a, 2010a).

While undertaking the further investigation it is All this complex of features, probably, can be treated 

absolutely necessary to perform the analysis of the fruits, as evidence of possible ontogenetic and evolutionary 

seeds  and embryos  f rom the  pos i t ion  of  tendencies toward transition from classical sexual and 

enantiomorphism phenomenon and characterize them somatic embryo to bud, or reverse transition.

regarding the feature of mirror symmetry. Probably, it Let's consider the main directions of the problem of 

will be possible to distinguish groups of plants origin of plants, and, particularly, evolutionary 

characterizing by this feature: the left-handed and the establishing of monocotyledony.

right-handed ones. The question on evolutionary establishing and 

Upon the considering of evolutionary aspect of development of flowering plant embryo is disputable: 

embryogeny, embryoidogeny and gemmorhizogeny the majority of investigators suppose, that the embryo of 

phenomena, the parallelism in development of sexual, monocots is result of transformation of dicot embryo, 

somatic embryos and buds had been revealed, however some another ones suppose, that dicots descended from 

at that the fact of existence of transitional forms between ancient monocots or that these two groups are of 

embryo and bud was found. This fact allows deepening independent origin. It is worth to be noted, that the 

of understanding evolutionary interrelations between extensive investigations of phylogeny of flowering 

main types of reproductive morpho-structures. plants, performed recently with usage of molecular 

Plasticity of embryo cells is, probably, caused by methods based on comparison of a number of DNA 

high degree of their totipotency. This feature permits the sequences in nuclear, chloroplast and mitochondrial 

deep morphogenetic reorganizations at various stages of genomes had shown convincingly the derivation of 

embryo and seedling development with keeping of their monocots from dicots and monophyly of former 

general organization. The process of adaptive evolution (APGIII 2009, Friis et al. 2011).

had occurred, probably, as result of a disturbance of Let's consider some hypotheses of monocotyly, 

certain morphogenetic correlations at different which from our viewpoint are likely to be the most 

hierarchy levels. The results of these changes can be promising for further study of origin of various groups of 

manifested at the very early stages of embryogenesis – flowering plants. The opinion exists in literature that 

asymmetry and symmetry of divisions and their “loss” of the cotyledon could occur as result of different 

irregularity, the different degree of ca and cb derivatives morphoprocesses: underdevelopment of one cotyledon, 

participation in organogenesis process, at the middle fusion of two ones, heterocotyly and absence of 

ones – the absence of hypophysis and epiphysis, and at cotyledons.

the late ones – the absence of main root and adventitious From  the  standpoint  of  Severtzov's 

roots not only in embryo, but also in seedling, as well as phylembryogenesis theory these hypotheses imply that 
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the “loss” of cotyledon occurred as a deviation according confirmed the correlative dependencies between 
to the law of oligomerization of homologous organs character of cell division and symmetry.
(Dogel 1954). These hypotheses are underlain by one of It was confirmed with these data that changes in 
three possible mechanisms – reduction, fusion, early and middle stages of embryogenesis exert the 
substitution (Senyaninova-Kortchagina 1968). immediate influence to its initial phases, causing “loss” 

Another group of the hypotheses reflects the opinion of radial symmetry of proembryo. This universal 
that the deep changes in embryo of monocots had phenomenon may manifest in various extents in 
occurred at the early stages of its development by the different species, and firstly was found in most advanced 
type of archallaxis, which is also the one of monocots, the cereals, where dorsiventral symmetry 
phylembryogenesis forms (Severtzov 1912). forms just in direction of the wall of first asymmetric 

In the original works by Batygina on the study of zygote division. It permitted author (Batygina 1968, 
entire morphogenesis of the representatives of various 

1969) to distinguish new type of embryo development – 
monocot species with usage of 3D-reconstruction it was 

Graminad, which was considered previously as 
revealed for the first time on cereals as a model objects 

abnormal by many scientists (Maheshwari 1950).
(representatives of hexaploid wheat series), that the first 

Theoretical original elaborations on monocot 
asymmetric embryo cell divisions define just at first and 

embryos allowed showing for the first time, that the 
consequent developmental stages arising the 

terminal position of cotyledons and lateral one of shoot 
dorsoventral symmetry, which persists during the whole 

apex in them are apparent phenomena, and they are 
ontogenesis (Figs. 4, 5).

caused by changing course of their development, and, 
Such type of ontogenetic changes caused arising of 

consequently, their architectonics (Figs. 2 & 4). This 
new features and main embryo organs of fundamentally 

phenomenon is secondary both in ontogenetic and 
new type in cereals: scutellum, epiblast, coleoptile, 

evolutionary terms (Batygina 1968, 1969, 1974, 1987, 
mesocotyle, coleorhiza, ligula, adventitious roots and 2010a, 2012). This phenomenon doubtless must be taken 
especial type of apical meristem formation. Probably, it into account upon considering various hypotheses of 
defined the high potential abilities of cereal embryo and monocotyly formation and establishing, and probably it 

(1-19 
view; 20 — point of growth in cereals from the first stages of embryo 
development is laid down terminally and does not change its real position 
later on; 16a, 18a, 19b — embryo from immature (16a, 18a) and mature (19b) kernels; 
18a, 19a — longitudinal section of embryo from immature (18a) and mature (19a) kernels; 
21, 22 — position of embryo in kernels (21- full face, 22 - side view) 
a - apex; a bd - auxillary bud; a e r - adventitious embryonic root; cl - coleoptyle; clr - coleorhiza; 

1 2 3em - embryo; emb r - embryonic root; end - endosperm; epb - epibalst; l , l , l  - first leaves of plumule; 
lg - ligula; r c - root cap; sc - scutellum; su - suspensor (Batygina 1968, 1969, 1974))

— embryo in dorsoventral section, 2a-6a — stereoscopic 
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straight-stemmed plants as dicotyledonous ones, and the questions is related with evolution of plant architecture. 

side-stemmed as acotyledonous. Cotyledon (Greek κοτυληδών – cup-shaped vessel) is 

According to Kolomytsev's (1977) opinion, the the first especial leaf initiating in the embryo. The 

cotyledons are the lateral outgrowths with restricted peculiarities of cotyledon structure are conditioned by 

growth, arising as result of “flattening” upper part of the place (in seed), time of formation (initial phases of 

embryo, which is the widely spread phenomenon similar ontogenesis), as well as by functionality (storage, 

with that occurring upon the dichotomous branching of haustorial, protective and photosynthetic) (Batygina 

thalamus in algae, mosses, upon the formation of 1997b).

gametophytes if ferns, etc. The all aforementioned is not It is worth to be noted, that upon the distinguishing 

result of close relationship, but is due to the universality classes of monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous 

of morphogenesis laws.  Proposing this hypothesis, the among flowering plants the number of cotyledons is just 

author considered it to be necessary to attract attention of one among a number of different characteristics, at that it 

investigators to the fact, that it is necessary to take into is neither main nor obligatory one. According with some 

account the ratio between superficial growth and volume available data, more then two cotyledons can be 

of the embryo, because the complicatedly-shaped body observed in some plants, or they are absent. This testifies 

forms as a result of prevalence of growth of forming that, probably, one should not attach the conclusive 

organ's surface over increase of its volume. taxonomic value to the cotyledon number.

Arber (1925) had revealed for the first time the Embryological data suggest, that the cotyledons 

connection between changing of appendicular organs initiate in apical part of globular embryo. Many 

position in the embryo and the character of phyllotaxy of investigators suppose that they form in the same way as 

the shoot, supposing that the embryo transformation is the leaf primordia arise at the shoot apex (Batygina 

the consequence of change in order of leaves. Attaching 1968, 1974, 1987, Guignard & Mestre 1971, Lodkina 

no especial morphological significance to cotyledons, 1988, Raghavan & Sharma 1995, Padmanabhan 1996).

she considers them as first leaves (change in accordance Embryos of monocots and dicots differ in time and 

with function). On Arber's opinion, the botanists are place of differentiation of stem apical meristem and 

hypnotized with their terminology, after inventing the character of bud development. In dicots the “point of 

notion “cotyledon”. Nevertheless, she uses the term growth” as a rule stays dormant during entire embryonic 

“cotyledon”, supposing that monocotyledony is the period, at best only the incipient bud is present. In 

consequence of changing of phyllotaxy just in the first monocots the point of growth, which initially is dormant, 

shoot nodule, at that the second leaf fails to initiate due to then turns to shoot meristem in the seed that causes the 

another character of leaves initiation. At all variety of “ontogenetic acceleration” of embryo development 

monocotyledonous plant embryos, the main form of (Batygina 1968, 1969, 1974, Guignard 1984).

their cotyledons is ascidiate one. Discussing this Cotyledons are probably homologous to the first pair 

question, Arber supposes, that the cotyledons are the first of leaves (which later undergone the progressive 

leaves of a plant, which can form at nodule in number of embryonization due to the change of time of appearing in 

one, two, etc. Author casts doubts on attempts of ontogenesis). They can be not included into the same leaf 

homologizing dicot cotyledons with the structures of series with the subsequent leaves, because they belong to 

monocotyledonous embryo. On her opinion, the different stages of ontogenesis and could evolve 

question on monocotyly in that respect as it is considered relatively independently. Cotyledons on our opinion do 

by majority of morphologists is no longer relevant. appear the typical example of such accommodation, or 

Previously Kerner von Marilaun (1902) noted that at embryo  adaptation.

the first stage of plant formation the cotyledonary leaves However, homology of leaves and cotyledons is not 

form. The all considered above allows returning to the their identity. From the viewpoint of general 

question on the notion “cotyledon” and homologization developmental regularities, the cotyledons are the 

of various structures and organs. Study of these provisory organs, which were well developed in ancestors 
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is the interesting aspect in elaboration of archallaxis Smirnov (1953) supposed that “the main plumule, which 

theory in plants and animals. might be located at the main axis, is completely reduced 

The essential difference in time and character of and replaced with the lateral plumule”. Some other 

initiation of main embryo organs in various monocot researchers are also supported this hypothesis (Tsvelev 

taxa yet allowed various interpretations of these 1975, Guignard 1975). Later Rytova & Tsvelev (1982) 

processes. This question was clarified by us in some stated the thesis that cotyledons in di- and monocots are 

extent. The reason of debates on place of initiation of of axial nature.

shoot apical meristem (terminal or lateral) is the According with the hypothesis of  Kolomytsev 

incorrect usage of term “point of growth” for the (1977), the main organ of a higher plant is an axis, and all 

“quiescent area”. Apical meristem forms in different angiosperms are subdivided into straight-stemmed and 

position toward embryo axis from the cells of “quiescent side-stemmed ones. In former ones the embryo axis 

area”, which always arises terminally. Thus, the notion coincides with the axis of entire plant (an axis of 1st 

“point of growth” must be used for designation of group order), and in latter ones the axis of 2nd order forms on 

of initial cells, from which the “real apex” of the shoot the axis of 1st order of pro-embryo: the seedling is a 

forms (Batygina 1968, 1974, 1987). shoot of 2nd order.

There is a need to discuss a number of hypotheses of The subdivision of angiosperms into two classes 

monocotyly considering it from standpoint of according with the number of cotyledons the author 

methodology and generality of morphogenesis laws. considers being anachronism. Nevertheless, he treats the 

(A 
dorsoventral (1-4) and lateral (1a-4a) projections before fertilization (1, 1a) , at the moment of fertilization (2, 2a), at 
two celled (3, 3a), three celled (4,4a) embryo (degenerating synergid marked with checking); C — subsequent 
development stages of early embyo in dorsoventral (1-13) and lateral (1a-13a) projections; D — structure of 4-celled 
embryo in lateral, dorsoventral and transversal projections; ec - egg cell; pn - polar nuclei; s - synergids; sp - sperms) 
A, B - Batygina, 1968, 1987; C, D - Batygina 1968, 1997 

— kernel in dorsoventral (a), lateral (b), transversal (c) sections; B — micropylar part of embryo sac in 
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of given species, and lost their initial significance in 

descendants (Severtzov 1939, Schmidt 1968).
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